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Delicate and very vintage looking, this lacy 
ruffle of a choker takes a moment to make. 
Making shorter ones too to be worn as 
pretty cuffs

1. Hem the ends of the ribbon and sew on some  
 hook-and-loop fastening or several poppers to  
 make an adjustable choker. 

2. Lay the ribbon out, right side up, on a table and lay  
 little pieces of lace of different lengths all the way  
 along it. Pin them in place and then sew them to  
 the ribbon by hand using small running stitches  
 (see page XX), or with the sewing macnine  
 removing the pins as you go.

3. Spray the whole choker heavily with starch and  
 then press it flat for almost-instant jewellery
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YOU WILL NEED:

piece strong ribbon long enough to make a choker 
or cuff | hook-and-loop fastening or poppers | lace 
trims | pins | hand-sewing needle | sewing thread  
| spray starch | iron
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BY
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YOU WILL NEED:

lots of pieces of bright and beautiful vintage fabrics  | tape 
measure | tailor’s chalk | fabric scissors | iron | sewing 
machine | sewing thread | pinking shears | white cotton 
fabric | permanent black fabric pen  | pins | thin string for 
the drawstrings | darning needle (long and blunt) | sweets, 
trinkets and treats to fill the sacks | old wooden frame | thick 
twine or string for the line, or length of ribbon if hanging the 
calendar over a mantle | staple gun | mini pegs (available 
from craft shops)

In eager anticipation of the big day,  
children love opening these mini versions 
of Father Christmas’s sack. Find an old 
frame, stretch some twine across it and 
peg out the little sacks for all to see. Make 
one large bag to keep the sacks in so that 
they can be safely stowed away for future 
festivities, while the frame can be used as 
a notice board for the rest of the year.
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1. Measure, mark and cut out 48 little oblongs of fabric,  
 each measuring 9 x 12cm. This might sound like a lot  
 of pieces, but if you cut strips from fabric that are the  
 correct width and then snip off pieces of the right  
 length, it won’t take long to cut them all. 

2. Turn over a hem of about 1cm at the top of each oblong,  
 press it flat and, using a small straight stitch, machine  
 sew it in place close to the bottom edge. You are going  
 to use this channel to thread the drawstring through,  
 so don’t sew the ends closed. (Get a little production  
 line going to speed your way through the process rather  
 than pressing then hemming one piece at a time.)

 3.Using pinking shears, if you have them, cut out 24  
 white cotton fabric squares to write the dates on.  
 Using the fabric pen, number them from 1st to 24th  
 in your neatest writing. Sew one onto the middle of  
 each of 24 of the fabric oblongs with the machine,  
 making sure that the hem is at the top.

4. Place the numbered fronts and plain back of the sacks  
 right sides facing, making sure that the top hemmed  
 edges are level. Pin them together ready for sewing.

5. Taking a seam allowance the width of the machine’s  
 presser foot, sew each sack up from just below the  
 channel, down one side, across the bottom and up the  
 other side to just below the channel, then remove the  
 pins. Leaving the channel free allows the drawstring  
 to be threaded through from each side. Turn all the  
 sacks right sides out, clip off the corners and push the  
 corners out well for a neat finish. 

6. To make the drawstring, thread the needle with the  
 thin string and push it through the front channel and  
 back through the back channel from the other side.  
 Tie the loop in a secure knot and snip off the excess. 

7. Fill each little sack up with sweets, trinkets or treats 
  to make everyone in the house happy. 

8. If you want to make a frame for the sacks, stretch  
 pieces of twine tightly across the back of an old wooden  
 picture frame, holding them in place with a couple of  
 heavy duty staples from a staple gun. Use the little  
 pegs to hang the bags along the tiny washing lines.  
 Alternatively, peg the sacks to a piece of pretty ribbon  
 and hang the calendar across the mantelpiece as part  
 of your festive decorations.
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YOU WILL NEED:

bright plain fabric to make the base | tailor’s chalk 
| two plates of different sizes | fabric scissors | pins 
| tape measure | sewing machine | sewing thread | 
polyester stuffing | hand-sewing needle | ribbon 
| bold floral fabric to cut up for leaves and flowers | 
little glass or plastic baubles and vintage christmas 
decorations | tinsel (if you wish) | red beads | glue 
gun (optional) | glitter or glitter glue (if you fancy)

Bows and baubles, tinsel and snowflakes;  
vintage Christmas was such a twinkly, glittery 
and unashamedly over-the-top affair that our 
more recent pared-down, understated and  
co-ordinated Christmas decorations suddenly 
seem overly subtle by comparison. Have some 
fun with this Christmas wreath and spread a 
little vintage yuletide love. Gather up as many 
old-fashioned decorations and baubles as you 
can find, or buy some bright little ones from the 
high street. You will need a big, bold, floral fabric 
to help you out with the leaves and flowers, and 
if you can bear the outfall, grab some glitter  
and bring back the seventies sparkle. 

Make the wreath in several stages so that  
glitter and glue have a chance to dry. 

This wreath is definitely for inside use only!

1. First make the wreath base. On the back of the plain  
 fabric, chalk around the large plate, then centre the  
 small plate in the chalked circle and chalk around that,  
 too, so that you have a doughnut-shaped outline.  

 Make another doughnut shape and cut them both out,  
 cutting 1.5cm outside the chalked lines. Pin them  
 together with wrong sides facing. Set the sewing  
 machine to a small straight stitch and machine-sew  
 almost completely around both the inner and outer  
 chalked lines, leaving only a 0.5cm gap in the same  
 place in each circle.

2. At the gap, cut right across the ring and turn and then  
 stuff it really tightly with the polyester stuffing and  
 then sew the two ends together by hand, tucking in  
 the raw edges as you go.

3. Sew on a little loop of ribbon at the back to make 
 a secure hanger.

4. Make flowers from the flowery-print parts of the fabric  
 in the same way as the corsages on page XXX. Cut out  
 any leaves that are printed on the fabric, or just use  
 green fabric to cut holly leaf shapes.  

5. Collect together any baubles, beads, trinkets and  
 vintage decorations for embellishing the wreath.  
 Lay all the pieces out to make a pattern of how you  
 would like the wreath to look. When you are happy  
 with the arrangement, start sewing the pieces on to  
 the padded ring or, for speed, use a glue gun. When they  
 are all in place, add little touches of glitter if you wish.



A bad habit of shrinking precious wool 
and cashmere jumpers left me with a  
basket of perfect fabric to make my first 
bunnies. Full of remorse over the thickly 
felted, super-soft miniature versions  
of previously well-loved items of my  
family’s clothing, I used them to make 
little bedtime companions for  
the children.

With simple embroidered faces and  
lavender and fine millet seed stuffing, 
they are ideal sleeping partners.  
The calming lavender aroma gets  
stronger as they are hugged and  
warmed up.

Bunnies can be made in any stretchy  
fabric, but I think that off-cuts from  
100 per cent wool jumpers and merino  

blankets make the softest friends.  
Fine wool jumpers are better washed  
on a really hot wash (see page XX) so  
no stuffing can peep out through the 
knitted fabric. You can also use favourite 
too-small baby clothes or blankets as a 
precious keepsake of younger days.

The bunnies also look quite sweet  
holding something; a big carrot,  
Easter eggs, presents and flowers all  
look lovely. If you are making the bunny 
for a very little person, consider filling  
it with soft polyester stuffing so that it 
can be popped into the washing machine.

YOU WILL NEED:

cashmere, merino blanket or reclaimed woolen jumper 
material | dried lavender | millet (or polyester stuffing for 
younger bunny lovers) | sewing machine | paper to make 
bunny pattern | embroidery thread or wool to make face 
and darning needle | tailor’s chalk | scissors | needle and 
thread | pompom for tail (steal one from pompom braiding)
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1. Enlarge the template on page XX by XX per cent  
 and cut it out.

2. Pin the template to the wrong side of the chosen fabric.  
 Draw around the outside of the template using tailor’s  
 chalk; this will be the sewing line.

3. Remove the template and cut around the outside of  
 the bunny at least 1.5cm outside the chalk line. Use the  
 front as a template to cut a piece from fabric for the  
 back. Right sides facing, pin the two pieces together.  
 Set the sewing machine to a small straight stitch and,  
 starting at the right shoulder, sew all the way around  
 the chalk line until you reach the base of the right ear. 

4. Trim the seam allowance around the bunny, and cut  
 right to the seam under the arms and between the legs. 
 Carefully turn the bunny right side out (use a wooden  
 spoon handle or the top of a pencil to help push the  
 ears all the way out). Use a little funnel or a paper  
 cone to feed a mixture of lavender and millet seeds  
 (or polyester stuffing) into the bunny. Push it right  
 down the legs and into the ears with a pencil and pack  
 as much filling in as possible.

5. Hand-sew the opening closed and fasten off the  
 thread securely. Sew on a pompom for the bunny’s tail.

6. Use a needle and thread and running stitch to sew  
 across the arms, from shoulder to armpit, where  
 they join the body, sewing right through the bunny.  
 Sew the paws together if you like. Using embroidery  
 thread or wool, sew on the eyes, nose and mouth using  
 straight stitches and satin stitch (see pages XX  
 and XX).

Carrots, turnip and radishes

Cut a quarter-circle out of appropriately coloured blanket 
or wool fabric. Fold it in half to the point and machine-
sew up the straight edge. Turn the cone right side out and 
stuff it with lavender or polyester stuffing. Hand-sew 
the top edges together, turning the fabric in as you go to 
create a neat seam. Add a few felt leaves to the top if you 
want an organic-looking vegetable.

These bunnies also like their own sleeping bags and 
blankets and some even like dressing up, so you can be as 
creative as you like.
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I am not sure that it is possible to have too many  
cushions. They can instantly alter the style of a room 
as the seasons change, from blousy summer pinks  
and greens to subtle winter tweeds and checks, and 
they remain a relatively low cost way of updating  
a look. These cushions are made with reclaimed  
tapestry fronts and pieces of vintage blanket on  
the back, so they can be enjoyed from all sides.

You can, of course, stitch your own tapestry panels, 
but not everyone has the time and patience for that. 
However, fire screens, pictures, chair seats and  
cushions were all made from tapestry panels in  
the past, and there is still a plentiful supply of these 
embroideries to reclaim and make into plump  
feather-filled furnishing accessories.

1. The size of the cushion will be dictated by the 
 tapestry panel, so choose a cushion pad that  
 is about 2cm smaller all around than the panel.  
 If you need to cut the tapestry, set the sewing  
 machine to a tight zigzag stitch and zigzag  
 along the inside of the cutting line before you  
 cut, so preventing the stitching unravelling.

2. For the back of the cushion, choose a wool  
 fabric that complements the tapestry. A piece  
 of unblemished and non-holey fabric from an  
 old blanket or tweed coat, or any thick linen is  
 perfect. Cut the backing to the same size as the  
 tapestry panel.

3. Right sides facing, pin the fabrics together.  
 Set the sewing machine to a small, straight  
 stitch and sew around three sides of the cover.  
 Turn the cover right side out and stuff with the  
 plump feather cushion.

4. Hand sew the open side closed using slip stitch  
 (see page XX). Alternatively, turn in and hem  
 the edges and sew a couple of ribbons to each  
 side of the opening to tie the cushion closed. 

YOU WILL NEED:

tapestry panel | feather cushion pad | tape  
measure | woollen backing fabric | pins  
| sewing machine | sewing thread | hand- 
sewing needle | ribbons (optional)
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Don’t think that four-legged friends have to miss out  
on vintage gifts. Having spent years being woken up  
by cheeky terriers trying to get onto our beds, naughty 
Labradors pushing us off our favourite armchairs and 
the cat sitting on top of the cashmere as it aired on the 
Aga, we know that our favourite pets like a few human 
comforts. You often find old wicker baskets at markets 
and in thrift shops and you can either make the cushions 
to fit in these, buy a new basket, or simply use the  
cushion on its own. If you are using a vintage basket,  
give it a good scrub and hose down first.

You can make the cushions out of any strong fabric that 
is not too pale and that can be popped in the washing  
machine. If you are using a blanket that has holes or 
worn areas, sew on patches and mend the holes before  
you begin. Make sure that you make the cushion big 
enough for your chosen furry friend to lie on comfortably.

YOU WILL NEED:

paper for template | pencil | tape measure | paper 
scissors | old blanket or robust linen fabric | pins 
| tailor’s chalk | fabric scissors | contrasting felted 
woollen fabric | sewing machine | sewing threads 
| wool or embroidery threads | tapestry needle  
| trimmings and tassels (if you wish) | suitable  
sized cushion pad (or polyester stuffing and cotton 
liner fabric)
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1. You need to cut out three pieces of fabric for the  
 cushion, one for the front, and two for the back.  
 This allows for a back opening so the cover can be  
 removed and washed. Decide on the size of square  
 or rectangular bed that you need, add 1.5cm all around  
 for seam allowances, and cut a paper template. You will  
 need enough fabric to cut out the template almost two  
 and a half times. Mixing and matching different fabrics  
 is fine. Draw all the way around the template in chalk  
 for the front of the cushion and cut it out. 

2. Now place the template lengthways and fold it into  
 three even sized pieces. Cut off the end third and  
 use the remaining two thirds to cut a couple of pieces  
 to overlap for the back of the cushion. If possible  
 use a piece of blanket or fabric that already has  
 a finished edge. 

3. Before you sew the pieces together, you can appliqué  
 motifs, initials or names to the front of the cushion.  
 Cut out your chosen details: a bone shape for a dog,  
 a little fish for a cat maybe? Use contrasting blanket  
 fabric or similar woollen fabric that has been washed  
 on the hottest cycle and has become slightly felted: old,  
 all-wool jumpers work beautifully for this (see page 
 XX). Pin the appliqués in place, not too close to the  
 edges of the cushion. Using the zigzag stitch on the  
 sewing machine, sew all the way around the edge of  
 the shapes (see page XX). Alternatively, you can  
 blanket stitch the motifs in place by hand  
 (see page XX).

4. Lay the front panel out flat and face up. Lay the first   
 back piece face down on top of it, then the second back  
 piece face down, making sure that the two unhemmed  
 edges are to the sides and the finished edges overlap in  
 the middle. Pin all the layers together around the edges.

5. Using the straight stitch on the machine and taking  
 a 1.5cm seam allowance, sew all around the outside  
 of the fabric pieces. The seam will be quite thick in  
 places, because of the layers of wool, so take it slowly  
 and use quite a large stitch. When you have sewn all  
 the way around, turn the cushion cover right side out  
 and press it flat.

6. If you would like to add extra decoration, little  
 upholstery trims and tassels look great sewn to the  
 seams and corners. However, if your pet loves to chew,  
 then don’t add anything they are likely to pull off  
 and swallow.

7. Finally, stuff the cover with a suitable-sized cushion  
 pad. Or you can make your own simple liner using the  
 paper template to create a cotton bag, filling it with  
 polyester stuffing and machine-sewing over the end.
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YOU WILL NEED:

pretty fabrics that go well together | fabric scissors  
| sewing machine | tape measure | embroidery sewing 
thread | selection of beads | hand-sewing needle
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These are long strands of little hearts that can be  
hung as a mobile, hooked up at a window or tied to  
flutter from lampshades. They are super simple to 
make and you can try cutting hearts, circles, squares 
and even simple butterfly and bird shapes from the 
fabrics to create your favourite design.

1. Cut out lots and lots of your chosen shapes in varying sizes  
 from 2 to 5 or so centimetres. 

2. Arrange them on a table in the lines that you want to create,  
 adding several layers in different sizes as you go.

3. When you have as many strings as you want you can start  
 sewing them. Using straight stitch on the machine, simply  
 sew down the centre of the shapes, feeding on a new one just  
 as the machine reaches the edge of the last one. Sew up and  
 down the sewing line a couple of times to create a strong  
 little string. Fasten off at the end.

4. Then use embroidery thread and a needle to attach a loop at  
 the top of the string and a little string of beads at the bottom  
 to weigh each string down.



YOU WILL NEED:

tape measure | paper for templates | pencil | paper 
scissors | cashmere or 100 per cent wool jumper or 
cardigan, felted in a hot wash (see page xx) | pins 
| tailor’s chalk | fabric scissors | sewing machine 
| sewing thread | extra wool fabric for patches or  
tiny fabric flowers (see page xx) to cover any holes  
| woollen yarn for pompoms
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They say that necessity is the mother of 
invention and this is certainly the case with 
this collection of warming winter wear. It 
helps if you have a good idea of the size of the 
person you are making gloves and hats for, 
but a lovely long warm scarf fits all.
For the ultimate luxury, try and track down 
some old cashmere jumpers or cardigans. 
The older they are the better quality and 
thickness the wool tends to be, and you can 
cut around or mend any holes by sewing on  
a small patch or tiny flower (see page XX).



HAT 

Begin by reclaiming the fabric from the old jumper.  
Follow the instructions on page XXX and you will  
end up with a small pile of usable fabric.

You can make the hat from the back and front of the 
jumper, the mittens from the arms and use any other 
leftover fabric for the scarf.

1. Measure around your head and divide the figure by  
 four. To make the template symmetrical, fold a piece  
 of paper down the middle and mark the divided head  
 measurement out from the fold. Then draw out half the  
 shape of the hat that you would like. You can choose  
 from Wee Willie Winkie-style, a beanie or a bobble hat.  
 Cut it out and open the paper up to form the template. 

2. You will need to use the bottom welt or finished edge  
 of the jumper to make the edge of the hat, so that it  
 does not fray. Pin the template to the wrong side of the  
 jumper front or back, with the straight bottom edge of  
 the paper along the finished edge, and chalk around the 
 shape. Remove the template and cut out the shape  

 about 1.5cm outside the chalked line. Repeat to make  
 the back of the hat. 

3. Right sides facing, pin the pieces together. Sew all  
 around the side seams with the machine set to quite  
 a small stitch. 

4. Turn right side out and you have an instant hat.  
 Sew on a pompom bobble, bell or even a pair of little  
 ears to decorate, if you wish. 

SCARF

Short intro needed as style

1. Cut all of the remaining fabric into same-sized squares,  
 the width that you would like the scarf to be. Cut more  
 squares from other jumpers of different colours to  
 make a stripy scarf.

2. Sew the squares together to make two long thin strips.  
 [How are the squares sewn together? Right sides facing  
 with a narrow seam allowance and straight stitch? Edg 
 es overlapped and straight stitched? Edges overlapped  

 or butted up and zigzagged?]

3. Pin the strips right sides together and sew all along the  
 sides and across one end. Turn the long thin tube the  
 right way out: use a broom handle to push the end out  
 if it is proving tricky. Turn in the open end to form a  
 neat edge and machine-sew it across it.

4. Package the scarf up with the hat and mittens in a neat  
 little bundle and wait for the cold weather to give the  
 gift [more specific packaging suggestion? Tie together  
 with ribbon?].

MITTENS 

These are over-the-elbow mittens that you can ruche up 
around your wrists for extra warmth.

1. On a sheet of newspaper, draw out a classic mitten  
 shape with the thumb sticking out at the side of the  
 hand, making it the size you want. Then make the wrist  
 section extra long, like old-fashioned evening gloves.  
 Cut the template out and write ‘A’ on one side and ‘B’  
 on the other. 

2. Open up the sleeves of the jumper by cutting carefully 
 up the arm seams. On the wrong side of the fabric,  
 chalk around the template to make two ‘A’ outlines  
 and two ‘B’ outlines. Make sure that the flat top of  
 the template is against the finished edge that was  
 the jumper cuff, and leave a little space between  
 each outline.

3. Cut out the four shapes just outside the chalk lines.  
 Pair them up to make a left-hand and a right-hand  
 mitten. Right sides facing, pin the pieces together  
 carefully so that the finished cuff ends are level.

4. Using the sewing machine on a small stitch setting,  
 sew all around the chalk lines, leaving the cuffs open.

5. Turn the mittens right side out and decorate them if  
 you wish. Add couple of sentences about fur trim and  
 buttons (to match pic).
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Everyone in our house loves a hottie. The calendars and ther-

mometers are not nearly as accurate at announcing the arrival 

of cold weather as the calls for hot water bottles at bedtime. 

As a seriously unaccomplished knitter, even a simple woollen 

cover made by hand is a project too far for me, so this simple 

cover borrows somebody else’s knitting to achieve the same 

Everyone in our house loves a hottie.  
The calendars and thermometers are not  
nearly as accurate at announcing the arrival  
of cold weather as the calls for hot water bottles 
at bedtime. As a seriously unaccomplished  
knitter, even a simple woollen cover made by 
hand is a project too far for me, so this simple 
cover borrows somebody else’s knitting to 
achieve the same effect.

1. Choose a suitably warm, soft and thick jumper for the  
 cover. Reclaim the fabric as described on page XXX.  
 You will probably need both the front and back of the  
 jumper to make this hottie cover, because you need  
 to use the welt or finished edge at the bottom of the  
 jumper as the top edge of the hot water bottle cover.

2. Draw around the rubber hot water bottle onto a piece  
 of paper. Then draw a rectangle all the way around this,  
 about 2cm outside of any of the edges and the top of  
 the hot water bottle. Round off the bottom corners to  
 mirror the shape of the bottle and cut the template out.

3. Have a look at any patterns on the reclaimed knitting  
 that you would like on the front of the cover and then  

 pin the template to the fabric, with the top edge (where  
 the cover will open) on the finished edge of the jumper.  
 Chalk around the other three sides of the template,  
 remove the template and cut out the cover front.  
 Repeat for the back. 

4. Right sides facing, pin the front and back of the cover  

 together, making sure the two top edges are level.

5. Then, using quite a small straight stitch on the sewing  
 machine, sew around the three edges of the cover about  
 1cm inside the cut edges, leaving the top open.

6. Turn the cover right side out. Thread the narrow  
 ribbon into the darning needle and, starting at the  
 centre of the front, weave it in and out of the woollen  
 fabric, just where the narrowest part of the neck of the  
 bottle will be, until you have threaded the ribbon all the  
 way around the cover. 

7. Double fold and hem the ends of the ribbons so they are  
 neat. Put a couple of stitches into the back of the cover  
 through the ribbon so that it can’t be pulled out.

8. Pop the hot water bottle inside the case, pull the ribbon  
 tight to gather the neck and tie it in a bow.

YOU WILL NEED:

jumper, woolly blanket, blanket or knitted garment 
for reclaiming fabric | paper for template | pencil 
| paper scissors | pins | tailor’s chalk | tape measure-
fabric scissors | sewing machine | sewing thread  
| narrow ribbon | darning needle
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It is nearly impossible to reinvent the lavender bag, 
but it is lovely to make them from antique and  
vintage fabrics so they are unique. Pack them with 
a mixture of perfumed fillings, sew on little loops so 
that they can hook over clothes hangers in wardrobes, 
or make them heart-shaped to hang on door handles.

Once you get started, you can produce a satisfying 
stack in a short time. I have been making them for 
quite a few years and each batch that is made reflects 
my favourite fabrics at the time. The millet or wheat 
grains make the bags heavy and substantial and  
lovely to handle, too. Have a look at the clothes  
hangers project on page XXX for how to make  
heart-shaped bags.

YOU WILL NEED:

pretty vintage fabrics  | fabric scissors | ribbons | pins 
| sewing machine | sewing thread | millet seeds or 
grains of wheat | dried lavender, roses or winter spice 
mixture | funnel | hand-sewing needle
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1. To make the bags, cut out square or rectangular   
 front and back sections from pieces of vintage   
 fabric. Make the fronts and backs from  
 contrasting fabrics: pretty florals on one side  
 and ticking on the other; velvet on the back and   
 roses on the front; stripes and spots; cotton and   
 wool… the choices are all yours. Cut lengths of  
 ribbon to make hanging loops.

2. Pin the fabrics together in pairs, right sides facing,  
 and add a ribbon loop if you like. The loop needs to  
 be sewn into the seam as the bag is made, so place  
 the loop inside the bag with the ends sticking out  
 through the seam and pin it in place.

3. Starting at the end opposite the loop, sew all the  
 way around using a small stitch on the machine,  
 but leaving a 4–5cm gap.

4. Turn the bags right side out and make sure that  
 all the corners are turned out neatly. Mix the millet  
 or wheat grains half and half with your chosen   
 perfumed filling. Try dried lavender flowers, dried  
 rose petals or a spice mixture of crunched up  
 cinnamon sticks, cloves and star anise: the latter 
 is great for winter. Push the mixture into the bags  
 through a wide-necked funnel until the bag  
 is overflowing. 

5. Oversew the gap closed with tiny stitches in  
 a thread that blends in with the fabrics.
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These bags are super-simple to make and the 
towels look like they were created just for this 
project, rather than recycled for it. Guest and 
hand towels used to be made from huckaback  
(a thicker, patterned-weave cotton or linen 
fabric) and there are countless examples to 
be found, many of which have lace edging or 
embroidery details. Hunt down some examples 
that are in good condition for these laundry 
bags. The towels should wash beautifully and 
press well, too, so give them a good launder  
and iron before you start to sew.

As with any item that has long tapes or cords, 
keep these bags away from young children 
where there is a risk that they might put  
them around their necks or over their heads.

1. Start by deciding which side of the towel you want to  
 face out – there is normally one side that looks crisper  
 and neater. 

2. Lay the towel flat and right side up and fold over the  
 two short ends by about 10cm towards the middle of  

 the towel. If these ends have lace trim, fold over that,  
 too, but make sure that 10cm of fabric is folded over  
 as well as the lace. Press the folds flat. Set the sewing  
 machine to a small straight stitch and sew across each  
 end about 2cm from the fold to form a channel to  
 thread the tape through. 

3. Fold the towel in half, right sides facing and matching  
 the hemmed folds. Pin the sides together, making sure  
 that the folded-over fabric (now on the inside) is not  
 caught in the pinning. Machine-sew up each side to  
 just below the channel that you made. 

4. Turn it the bag right side out and press it. Cut two  
 lengths of woven tape or ribbon to make the  
 drawstrings. Pin the safety pin to the end of one length  
 and thread it through the front channel from one side  
 of the sack and back through the back channel from  
 the other side. Remove the pin, cut the tape if it is too  
 long, and sew the ends together. Repeat this from the  
 other direction. You will then be left with two loops  
 that when pulled, will neatly close the bag. Give these  
 bags as gifts filled with lovely nighties, pairs of pyjamas,  
 packs of pants, or just as they are. 

YOU WILL NEED:

jumper, woolly blanket, blanket or knitted garment 
for reclaiming fabric | paper for template | pencil 
| paper scissors | pins | tailor’s chalk | tape measure-
fabric scissors | sewing machine | sewing thread  
| narrow ribbon | darning needle
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This is about as simple as making clothes can  
be and you can choose your scale, so you can 
make the skirt big enough for Barbie or as  
short as is nice for your niece. Have a good  
hunt for suitably pretty or patterned fabric,  
take advantage of any recycled fabric that  
already has a hemmed side or embroidery,  
or cut down an old skirt to just the right size.  
If you find some fabric that would look better  
in another colour, there are some really simple 
to use cold-water dyes available. White damask 
tablecloths that are no longer fit for the table 
look particularly good when dyed as colour 
highlights the woven pattern.

1. You will need a rectangle of fabric about 10cm wider  
 than the length you want the finished skirt to be, and  
 long enough to be gathered to make a flouncy skirt.  
 Follow the packet instructions for the dye if you want  
 to change the colour of the fabric. 

2. Press the fabric first and turn over a narrow double  
 hem at the bottom and a deeper one at the top of the  
 skirt. Press them for a neat finish. If the fabric has an  
 existing finished edge that is pretty, you can use that  
 at the bottom of the skirt instead of a hem.

3. Hand sew or use the machine’s zigzag stitch [Is this  
 right? Should it be blind hem stitch?] to neatly sew the  
 bottom hem, and use straight stitch to sew the waist  
 hem. Make sure that make sure that the resulting  
 channel is wide enough to thread the elastic through.

4. If you would like to add any patch pockets, simply hem  
 a square of fabric on all four sides, then sew it to the  
 skirt around three sides.

5. Fold the skirt in half, right sides facing and lining  
 up the two raw edges. Starting at the bottom hem,  
 machine-sew all the way up the side of the skirt using  
 straight stitch, until you reach the waist. Stop short  
 of the top so that you can easily thread the elastic  
 through the channel. Secure the stitching and then  
 turn the skirt right side out.

6. Hook the safety pin through the end of the elastic and 
 shut it carefully. Push it through the wide waist hem,  
 scrunching up the fabric evenly as you pull the elastic  
 through. Make sure that the other end of the elastic  
 doesn’t disappear inside the fabric; maybe pin it to the  
 skirt to be safe.

7. When the safety pin emerges at the other end of the  
 hem, hand-sew the ends of the elastic together really  
 firmly. Then turn in and hand-sew the last little section  
 of seam at the top. Press the skirt. Add buttons or extra  
 trimmings for decoration if you like.

YOU WILL NEED:

reclaimed fabric | tape measure | cold water dye  
if required  | iron | sewing machine | wide elastic 
measured to fit waist size | large safety pin |  
hand-sewing needle | sewing thread | buttons  
and embellishments if required
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It is not just little boys who love these boats. 
These classic model yachts were sailed on  
village ponds, boating lakes and parks for  
generations. Models were made in all sorts  
of sizes and these regularly turn up on internet 
auction sites. Models for refurbishment are  
often inexpensive and these are fine, as long  
as all the wooden masts are still in place.
Choose fabric for the sails that will suit  
the sailor you have in mind.
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1. Give the boat a careful check to make sure that there  
 are no sharp edges or broken pieces. If you think that  
 it looks like the re-rigging process might be tricky,  
 draw a sketch of the way the miniature ropes work  
 before you begin.

2. If you would like to re-paint the hull of the boat, rub it  
 down all over with sandpaper and paint it your chosen  
 colour: maybe consider a colour that complements the  
 fabric you are using for the sails. 

3. There are two ways of refurbishing the sails. If they  
 are all in good order and the rigging is intact then you  
 can simply sew the new fabric to the existing sails.  
 Lay the boat down on a piece of paper and draw around  
 the sails to make templates. Chalk around these  
 templates onto fabric. If the sails have seen better days,  
 you will need to carefully de-rig the boat and use the old  
 sails as a template. Save all the little rigging pieces so  
 that you can tighten the sails (go to step 6).

4. If you are sewing new fabric to existing sails, cut the  
 fabric out a little larger than the chalked outlines.  
 Set the sewing machine to a small straight stitch and  

 hem the sails on all sides so that they are exactly the  
 same size as the original sails. Turn the templates over  
 and make more fabric covers for the other sides of  
 the sails.

5. Pin the covers onto the sails and, using a needle and  
 thread, sew all the way around the edges using small  
 running stitches (see page XX). 

6. If you are making new sails, make a template in the  
 same way as above. Cut out a back and a front for each  
 sail, cutting just outside the chalk line, and place the  
 pieces right sides together. Using the sewing machine,  
 sew all around the outside of the sails, leaving just a  
 little gap, then turn the sails right side out.

7. Sew up the opening that is left using the machine  
 or by hand.

8. Then, using the old rigging as a template, sew and  
 tie on the thick cotton thread to act as new rigging.  
 Put the sails in place on the boat and re-rig it.

 

YOU WILL NEED:

sandpaper | acrylic paint | paintbrush | paper for 
templates | pencil | paper scissors | fabric for the sails 
| tailor’s chalk | fabric scissors | sewing machine  
| sewing thread | pins | hand-sewing needle | strong, 
thick cotton thread | super glue if required
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This neat little roll is just great for the start  
of a new school year, for keeping together  
favourite pencils or even brushes and little  
tubes of make-up. You can add initials, name 
tags or button decorations if you wish too.

1. Gather up the number of pencils that you have to pop  
 into your finished roll and anything else that might be  
 useful to add to your gift.

2. Cut out a rectangle of woollen blanket material that  
 is taller than all of the pieces you have chosen and  
 long enough to space out all the pencil, plus about 10  
 cm. If there is a finished hem on the blanket use that  
 on the longest side.

3. Then, on the inside of the roll, lay the three pieces of  
 ribbon across the width of the rectangle and pin them  
 in place, making sure that all of the pins are clear of the  
 edges of the blanket. 

4. You now need to neaten the sides around the roll.  
 Turn over all the unfinished sides and make a hem  
 about 1cm wide, pin them in place, press and then use  
 zigzag stitch to sew them down. The ends of the ribbon  
 should be hidden under the hem.

5. Then using straight stitch on the machine, sew up and  
 down in lines at ninety degrees to the ribbons to create  
 tubes that are wide enough for the pencils to slip into. 

6. Finally, fold the piece of narrow ribbon in half and  
 machine sew it to the centre of one of the short edges  
 to make a tie. Hem the unfinished ends too with  
 the machine.

 Add buttons if you like to decorate  

 When you have finished, pop the pencils and other  
 little  bits in, roll it up towards the ribboned side,  
 and tie it up with a bow.

YOU WILL NEED:

colouring pencils and other stationery bits | one  
rectangle of blanket wool | tape measure | tailor’s chalk  
| fabric scissors | pins | sewing machine | sewing thread  
| ribbons: three wide ribbons and 1 narrow one to make 
the tie | buttons | iron 
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I love a good cup of tea and have more than 
my fair share of teapots, most of which have 
their own bespoke jacket. I think you need to be 
choosy about your cosy. Not for me a shapeless 
acrylic knitted number, but rather a luxury 
cashmere, snug-fitting, couture cosy. 

As I am not a knitter I have to track down fine 
jumpers and scarves that can do the job for me. 
Vintage cashmere seems far superior to most  
of the current high street offerings, so always 
pick up anything you see with an old- 
fashioned-looking label. 

1. You need to use the welt of the jumper as the bottom  
 edge for the cosy so that you don’t get unravelling wool  
 straying into the tea. 

2. Lay the teapot with lid down on its side on a piece  
 of paper and draw roughly around the body of the pot,  
 excluding the spout and handle. Then remove the pot  
 and draw a rectangle around the shape about 2cm clear  
 of the pencil marks on all sides. Cut out the template. 

3. Pin the template onto the woollen material, with the  
 finished edge of the fabric lined up with the bottom of  
 the template. Draw around the sides with tailors chalk  
 and then repeat for the back of the cosy. Cut out  
 both pieces.

4. Then use a zig zag stitch on the machine to sew right  
 along the unfinished tops of the woollen rectangles to  
 neaten off the seams that will be the ruffle on the cosy.

5. Pin them together with right sides facing, making  
 sure that the edges are level. 

6. Use tailors chalk to mark the height of where the  
 spout and handle will be and then use a small straight  
 stitch on the machine to sew up the sides at the top  
 and bottom. 

7. Turn the cosy right side out. And then use a darning  
 needle and woollen thread to add a line of wide  
 running stitches all about 2cm below the top zig zagged  
 edge. When you reach the end, pull the thread tight and  
 tie the two ends securely together to form the ruffle at  
 the top of the pot and trim the ends.

8. Now you can decorate the cosy. Use little flowers cut  
 from felt, fabric or blanket offcuts. Or add old buttons  
 and trimmings, initials or embroider a date or message.  
 Turn up the base of the cosy too if it makes a better fit.

If all of the above is a little complicated, keep your eyes 
open for knitted bobble hats.  Give them a good wash and 
then cut a couple of slits in these to push through the 
handle and the spout. Carefully hand-sew a little hem 
around the openings for and instant cosy and pack it up 
with a teapot and box of best tea.

YOU WILL NEED:

teapot | paper for template | pencil | tape measure | paper 
scissors | cashmere, wool or fair isle jumper, cardigan or 
scarf | pins | tailor’s chalk | sewing machine | sewing thread 
| darning needle and woolly thread | scraps of fabric or  
buttons for decorations
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Our children love tucking little teddies and dolls up into 
their own beds. And even the youngest one thinks that they 
are not the first to go to sleep when teddy has already been 
safely snuggled into bed before them. These little bedding 
sets are modelled on the sorts of sheets and blankets that 
were used before duvets, so you can add as many layers  
as you like.

There are often vintage cots to be found on internet auction 
sites, but don’t be put off if you cannot find one; dolls’ prams, 
new cots or even a big shoe box covered in paper seem to 
please just as well. 

Some cots may be painted with old lead paint so choose 
carefully when purchasing vintage items (see page XX). 
This paint is toxic if ingested, either by chewing something 
painted with it or breathing in the dust if it is sanded.  
Advice varies, but as long as the original paint is in good 
condition, a couple of coats of gloss or acrylic paint over  
the top of any old paint is probably the best way forward.  
If you need to sand the original paint then look on the net  
for appropriate instructions.



1. Measure the base of the cot that you want to make  
 bedding for and make a paper template.

BLANKET 

2. Cut the blanket fabric to size using the template –  
 use any satin trim or stitching as the top hem if  
 possible. Blanket stitch all the way around cut edges  
 or add ribbon trim if you like.

SHEETS AND PILLOWS

3. Cut the sheet fabric twice the size of the template and  
 turn under a double hem all the way around. Press it  
 flat and sew all around with a sewing machine set to  
 a small straight stitch. You could also make sheets  
 from old tray cloths or hem pieces of embroidered  
 tablecloths that are no longer used.

4. Cut another sheet fabric piece the size of the template,  
 fold it in quarters and cut along the folds to make the  
 backs and fronts of two pillows. Right sides facing,  
 sew each pair of rectangles together nearly all the  
 way around. Turn them right side out, fill them with  
 polyester stuffing, then hand-sew up the opening.

EIDERDOWN 

1. Cut out two rectangles of pretty print fabric using the  
 guide. Right sides facing and taking a narrow seam  
 allowance, sew the rectangles together, leaving an  
 opening of about 15cm at the bottom end. Turn the  
 eiderdown right side out. 

2. Cut a rectangle of wadding, or a couple of layers of  
 woollen blanket, to the right size for the eiderdown  
 and then pop it inside the cover and push it out right  
 to the corners and the edges. Hand-sew or use the  
 sewing machine to close the gap left in the end.  
 Finish the eiderdown off by machine-sewing neat  
 little lines in a traditional quilt pattern right through  
 the layers of wadding and fabric. You can add little  
 trims, frills and initials too it if you like.

3. If you need a mattress for the bed, use the paper guide  
 to cut two more rectangles from a thicker canvas or  
 ticking fabric. Make up a mattress in just the same way  
 as the eiderdown, but add a few more layers of padding  
 to make it a bit thicker. Instead of sewing the quilt  
 pattern, simply hand-sew through all the layers in  
 a couple of places to hold the filling in place. 

 Press all the bedding neatly, fold it up into a little stack  
 and tie it together with a ribbon.

YOU WILL NEED:

tape measure | paper for template | pencil | paper scissors  
| old blanket or woollen fabric | fabric scissors | wool thread  
| tapestry needle | ribbon for trimming blanket (optional) 
| old sheet or cotton fabric for sheet and pillowcase | sewing 
machine | sewing thread | polyester stuffing for pillow | pretty 
pattered fabric for eiderdown | rectangle of wadding or old 
blanket for padding
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CARDS
AND

PACKAGING



SIMPLE SILHOUETTE CARDS

There are some simple silhouettes that you  
can make from vintage materials to make  
great gift cards. Strong shapes that are  
easily recognisable seem to work best. Use a 
blank plain card or carefully cut and fold your 
own. Buy or make the envelopes as described 
above, and then decide on the style of image you 
want on the card. Hearts, butterflies, crosses, 
wedding bells or even straightforward squares 
of interestingly patterned wallpaper, maps or 
fabric look really effective, and numbers and 
initials make your cards personal, too. 

1. Draw the design in pencil on the back of whatever  
 material you choose, remembering to reverse letters  
 and numbers where required. If you need some extra  
 help, try finding an image online or in the papers that  
 you can follow the outline of or trace; you can try  
 drawing around cookie cutters as there is one of  
 those for nearly every occasion.

2. Then, using sharp scissors or a craft knife, carefully cut  
 around the pencil line. 

3. Apply a thin layer of PVA glue to the back of the motif  
 and stick it firmly in place on the front of the card.

BUTTON CARDS 

I have always loved the combination of sewing 
and paper, so this might be why I like making 
these button cards. 

1. Collect some pretty buttons that go well together  
 and suit your design. Arrange them in a pattern or  
 motif as they will appear on the front of the card.  
 Once again, initials and numbers work well, as do  
 easily recognisable shapes such as Christmas trees  
 and flowers.

2. You can draw lines onto the card, too, or add detail  
 with the buttons.

3. Decide on your design and sew through the card in  
 just the way that you would if you were using fabric.  
 Fasten off the thread by tying a knot on the back of the  
 card. When you are finished, stick a single piece of card  
 onto the inside to cover up the back of the stitching.

YOU WILL NEED:

Simple Silhouette Cards: pencil | scissors or craft knife  
| pva glue | blank cards

Button Cards : blank cards (cut some in half to neaten up  
the insides) | embroidery thread | needle | old buttons | glue
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Wallpapers, particularly the bold, 
printed variety, are so useful to have.  
If you are lucky enough to find whole 
rolls of the stuff that you don’t want to 
use on your walls, then you probably 
won’t mind using some to make  
envelopes. For the neatest results,  
track down some pre-folded and cut 
cards from a craft supplier.

1. Carefully pull apart the seams of the  
 envelope and flatten it out to create a  
 template. Draw around the outline onto  
 the back of the wallpaper and then cut  
 out the shape.

2. Fold it along the same lines as the template  
 back into an envelope and use thin strips  
 of double-sided tape to stick it together.  
 Add more double-sided tape where you  
 normally find the gummed section, leaving  
 the top paper layer of the tape in place until  
 you are ready to stick the flap down.

YOU WILL NEED:

envelope for a template | old wallpaper | pencil 
| paper scissors | double-sided sticky tape
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In much the same ways as described 
above, you can decorate little card  
shapes to use as gift tags.

1. When you have made your design on the front  
 of the card, use a single hole of a hole punch to  
 make a place for the ribbon to thread through. 

YOU WILL NEED:

stiff card | buttons, fabric scraps or interesting  
paper | hole punch | pva glue | ribbons
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gift wrapped boxes

If you have spent hours making and 
searching for vintage gifts, you will want 
to make them to look beautiful when they 
are wrapped up, too.

YOU WILL NEED:

wallpaper | brown paper and string | hand-printed 
wrapping paper | fabric bags | covered boxes | lined 
baskets | ribbons | corsages | handmade tags
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